A derivation of the classical jump rate I' for tracer diffusion aimed at a clear expression for the mass dependence of the frequency factor v is presented. The derivation is effected without using the usual collective normal coordinates which usually combine the masses in a complicated way. v depends explicitly on the mass of the surrounding host atoms (as well as on the tracer-atom mass) if these atoms must move to new equilibrium positions after the jump. I then has much the same form as suggested for a many-atom jump process. The contribution of the surrounding atoms is reduced (increased) for light (heavy) tracer atoms.
Here I~is the integration over the kinetic terms which, using (7) and (8) Similarly, to integrate I over 5 we expand C(xz) in the surface 5 about x~so that~d
where G»"' is the cofactor of element G» in G=c
.A+ c, i.e. , the determinant of G22 =p, , s c2, A;,+c;2 with the pth row and column missing.
Collecting (9) - (11) to obtain I and using (5) i c. i=(gi.)l (22) Using this definition directly, we have" r";i= C., -C,"C""-'C"" (25) where I'» ' is defined by F»1'» '=1.
Since r» is a single element (i.e. , just a number) (I'» ') '= r». Also, by definition of an inverse, r"= lc.,l/lcl "T.R. Koehler, Phys. Rev. 141, 282 (1966) , Kqs. (6)-(9).
where g" includes all components Ps& P".
Integrating over all components except $s, we have's (2s.~( s/v -i) /s l c""l '/' 0 XexpL --', Pg (C"-C "C""C")g jdg". (23) We now define a matrix F inverse to C such that C I'=I' C=l; i.e. , (24) pc", c,"y/r"r, "y pl oy &C", C"")Er", r""i Eo I)
